Innovative Product Solutions

PRODUCT DESIGN & MANUFACTURING
Companies and inventors rely on BioBubble to turn their dreams into actual working products. Using our creative design process,
we work with our customers to take a project from a concept, through brainstorming, prototyping, engineering, and production.
Our goal is to become your OEM partner for your product development and delivery, demanding little to no supervisory time but
delivering high-quality results. BioBubble currently holds domestic and international patents for design and utility. Our innovative
product development process consistently produces award-winning products across all categories.
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Product Design & Manufacturing

Let BioBubble Be Your Competitive Advantage
BioBubble is an internationally recognized award-winning product design
and manufacturing organization. With offices, warehousing and
manufacturing facilities in North America and Asia, BioBubble is
positioned to meet the needs of distributors and retailers worldwide.
Beginning with the initial product design and development process, all the
way through tooling, production, quality inspection, packaging and
logistics, BioBubble provides innovation, value and a competitive
advantage to our partners.
BioBubble is routinely awarded United States and international patents for
utility and design. Our innovative product development process
consistently produces award-winning products across multiple categories.
As an Intertek certified manufacturer, BioBubble meets the highest
standards for organizations operating manufacturing facilities overseas.
This ensures we provide service that meets the highest standards for
security, quality and social compliance. See why BioBubble is considered a
valuable resource partner for product design, intellectual property
development and contract manufacturing services.

Services

QUALITY CONTROL
Quality assurance is an integral part of
BioBubble’s core competencies and plays a
critical function in providing our customers with
quality products. It is imperative that our
products meet or exceed the specific
requirements that are established by our clients.
BioBubble continues to build upon its
reputation for exceptional quality & attention to
detail. Throughout the production process, all
parts are inspected at different levels in order to
maintain part consistency & accuracy.
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